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Abstract

This talk describes the various stages of ATLAS Data
Challenge 2 (DC2) in what concerns usage of resources
deployed via NorduGrid’s Advanced Resource Connector
(ARC). It also describes the integration of these resources
with the ATLAS production system using the Dulcinea ex-
ecutor.

ATLAS Data Challenge 2 (DC2), run in 2004, was de-
signed to be a step forward in the distributed data process-
ing. In particular, much coordination of task assignment to
resources was planned to be delegated to Grid in its differ-
ent flavours. An automatic production management system
was designed, to direct the tasks to Grids and conventional
resources.

The Dulcinea executor is a part of this system that pro-
vides interface to the information system and resource bro-
kering capabilities of the ARC middleware. The execu-
tor translates the job definitions received from the supervi-
sor to the extended resource specification language (XRSL)
used by the ARC middleware. It also takes advantage of the
ARC middleware’s built-in support for the Globus Replica
Location Server (RLS) for file registration and lookup.

NorduGrid’s ARC has been deployed on many ATLAS-
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dedicated resources across the world in order to enable ef-
fective participation in ATLAS DC2. This was the first at-
tempt to harness large amounts of strongly heterogeneous
resources in various countries for a single collaborative ex-
ercise using Grid tools. This talk addresses various issues
that arose during different stages of DC2 in this environ-
ment: preparation, such as ATLAS software installation;
deployment of the middleware; and processing. The results
and lessons are summarised as well.

ATLAS DATA CHALLENGE 2

The ATLAS [1] collaboration, in preparation for the
startup date of its experiment at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) [2] at CERN in 2007, is conducting a series of so
called Data Challenges. These exercises are intended to
verify the capability of the collaboration to handle the com-
putational effort needed to analyse the data collected by its
experiment. The Data Challenges have been designed to
gradually increase in size to eventually reach a complex-
ity equal to the computational effort foreseen to be needed
when the experiment starts acquiring data. During 2004 the
second of these exercises, ATLAS Data Challenge 2 (DC2),
was carried out.



THE ATLAS PRODUCTION SYSTEM

In order to handle the task of ATLAS DC2 an automated
production system [3] was designed. This production sys-
tem consists of several parts: a database for defining and
keeping track of the computing tasks to be done, the Don
Quijote data management system [4] for handling the input
and output data of the computations, the Windmill super-
visor program that was in charge of distributing the tasks
between various computing resources and a set of execu-
tors responsible for carrying out the tasks. By writing vari-
ous executor the supervisor could be presented with a com-
mon interface to each type of computing resource avail-
able to the ATLAS collaboration. Executors were written
to handle resources on the LHC Computing Grid [5], Grid 3
[6, 7], NorduGrid’s ARC and various legacy batch systems
[8]. During ATLAS DC2 the three Grid flavours carried out
about one third of the total computational task each. The
subject of this paper is the executor written for NorduGrid’s
ARC, called Dulcinea, and the part of DC2 that was carried
out with it.

NORDUGRID’S ARC

The Advanced Resource Connector (ARC) [9] is a Grid
middleware developed by the NorduGrid collaboration
[10]. It is built on top of the libraries provided by the
Globus toolkit [11]. An overview of the ARC middleware
components can be found in Figure 1.

Figure 1: An overview of the ARC architecture showing
the different components of the middleware.

NorduGrid’s ARC has been deployed at a number of
computing resources around the world (see Figure 2).
These resources are running various Linux distributions
and use several different local resource management sys-
tems (LRMS). Although various flavours of PBS are most
common, there are sites running SGE, Easy and Condor as
well. Using different LRMS specific information providers
the different sites can present the information about their
available resources in a uniform way in ARC’s informa-
tion system [12]. This information system is based on the
Globus Monitoring and Discovery Service (MDS). The in-
formation provided is used by the brokering algorithm in
the ARC user interface API [13] to find suitable resources

Figure 2: This map shows the geographical location of the
ARC enabled sites.

for the tasks to be performed, as well as by various mon-
itoring tools like the NorduGrid Grid Monitor (see Figure
3).

NorduGrid’s ARC is fully integrated with the Globus
Replica Location Service (RLS) [14]. This allows jobs sent
to an ARC enabled site to specify input file locations as an
RLS catalogue entry instead of a physical file location. A
job can also, if desired, automatically register created out-
put files in an RLS catalogue.

THE DULCINEA EXECUTOR

The ATLAS production system executor for Nor-
duGrid’s ARC, Dulcinea, was implemented as a C++
shared library. This shared library was then imported into
the production system’s python framework. The executor
calls the ARC user interface API and the Globus RLS API
to perform its tasks.

The job description received from the Windmill super-
visor in form of an XML message was translated by the
Dulcinea executor into an extended resource specification
language (XRSL) [15] job description. This job description
was then sent to one of the ARC enabled sites, selecting
a suitable site using the resource brokering capabilities of
the ARC user interface API. In the brokering, among other
things, the availability of free CPUs and the amount of data
needed to be staged in on each site to perform a specific
task is taken into account.

The look-up of input data files in the RLS catalogue and



Figure 3: Snapshot of the NorduGrid Monitor at
http://www.nordugrid.org/monitor/ showing the ARC en-
abled sites.

the stage-in of these files to the site is done automatically
by the ARC Grid Manager [16]. The same is true for stage-
out of output data to a storage element and the registration
of these files in the RLS catalogue. The Dulcinea executor
only has to add the additional RLS attributes needed for
the Don Quijote data management system to the existing
file registrations.

Also in other respects the Dulcinea executor takes ad-
vantage of the capabilities of the ARC middleware. The
executor does not have to keep any local information about
the jobs it is handling, but can rely on the job information
provided by the Grid information system.

RUNNING DC2 USING DULCINEA

Due to the diversity of the ARC enabled resources in
terms of which Linux distribution was installed on the var-
ious sites, the ATLAS software release was recompiled for
various distributions. The ATLAS software release was
then installed on the sites who wanted to participate in the
ATLAS DC2 exercise. After testing the installation at each
site the ATLAS runtime environment (RTE) was published
in the site’s Grid information system. By letting the Dul-

cinea executor request the RTE in its XRSL job description
only sites with the proper software installation was consid-
ered in the brokering.

Of the computing resources connected through Nor-
duGrid’s ARC 22 sites had installed the ATLAS software
needed to run DC2 (see Table 1). In total these sites had
approximately 3,000 CPUs, of which approximately 700
were dedicated to ATLAS DC2.

During the first weeks of ATLAS DC2 we had severe
problems due to the Globus RLS server hanging. This
caused jobs to fail either at stage-in, because the location
of input files could not be looked up in the catalogue, or
at stage-out because the location of the output files could
not be registered. Of these the first kind of failure was not
that serious, since no CPU time was lost for these jobs,
while the second kind was serious, because the CPU time
for those jobs had been wasted. A few weeks into ATLAS
DC2 a patch from the developers of the RLS was available
that solved this problem.

Apart from this, most failures were due to site specific
hardware problems. A storage element going down meant
that all jobs requiring an input file stored on this particular
storage element would fail at stage-in. This kind of failure
did however not cause any wasted CPU time, since the job
was not able to start. The Windmill supervisor automati-
cally retried the job at a later time. If a site went down due
to disk server, network or cooling problems the jobs run-

Table 1: In total 22 sites in 7 countries participated in
DC2 through ARC. Together these sites had approximately
3,000 CPUs of which approximately 700 were dedicated to
DC2.

site CPUs DC2

AU

atlas.hpc.unimelb.au 26 30%
charm.hpc.unimelb.au 19 100%
genghis.hpc.unimelb.au 88 20%

CH lheppc10.unibe.ch 8 100%

DE
atlas.fzk.de 884 5%
lxsrv9.lrz-muenchen.de 234 5%

DK

benedict.aau.dk 46 90%
morpheus.dcgc.dk 18 100%
lscf.nbi.dk 32 50%
fe10.dcsc.sdu.dk 1,200 1%

NO

grid.fi.uib.no 4 100%
fire.ii.uib.no 58 50%
grid.uio.no 40 100%
hypatia.uio.no 100 60%

SE

hive.unicc.chalmers.se 100 30%
sg-access.pdc.kth.se 100 30%
bluesmoke.nsc.liu.se 100 30%
farm.hep.lu.se 60 60%
sigrid.lunarc.lu.se 100 30%
ingrid.hpc2n.umu.se 100 30%
hagrid.it.uu.se 100 30%

SI brenta.ijs.si 51 100%



Figure 4: Distribution of successful and failed ATLAS DC2 jobs on the ARC enabled resources over time. Peaks in the
failure distribution can often be traced to site specific problems as indicated in the graph.

ning on that site at the time were lost. Jobs queued but not
yet running at the site may or may not survive depending
on the circumstances. A summary of the analysis of the
failures can be found in Figure 4.

SUMMARY

The ARC middleware and the Dulcinea executor pro-
vided a stable service for ATLAS DC2. More than 20 sites
in 7 countries operated as a single resource and contributed
approximately 30% of the total ATLAS DC2 production.
Most of the resources were not 100% dedicated to the DC2
production.

The amount of middleware related problems were neg-
ligible, except for the initial instability of the RLS server.
Most job failures were due to site specific hardware prob-
lems.
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